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Place matters because work matters. The work we do brings meaning and purpose to our lives.

The people we work with matter, too. They are: Our community. Our source of inspiration and encouragement. Our partners in learning and innovation. Our reminder that what we do makes a difference.

The places where we work matter more than ever. They need to help us work better together. They need to help us collaborate better, concentrate better, create better, experiment better, learn better.

Place matters because people matter. The places where we come together need to care for the physical, cognitive and emotional wellbeing of people. They need to provide us choice and control over where and how we work. They need to respect and reflect who we are as individuals, teams and organizations.

They need to be places that make us proud of who we are, what we do and how we work.

Love How You Work.
Work is a social activity. Informal spaces that promote impromptu conversations can stimulate the brain and enhance creativity.

Balance the desire for openness with spaces for solitude and focused work, allowing individuals to get into the flow free from distractions.
Place matters because work matters. The work we do bring meaning and purpose to our lives.
The people we work with matter, too. They are:
Our community.
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The places where we work matter more than ever.
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Place matters because people matter.
The places where we come together need to care
for the physical, cognitive and emotional wellbeing
of people.
They need to provide us choice and control over where
and how we work. They need to respect and reflect
who we are as individuals, teams and organizations.
They need to be places that make us proud of who
we are, what we do and how we work.
Love How You Work.

Your office is a canvas that expresses your brand
and culture to your customers and your people. It
conveys who you are and what you value. We can
help you create an office where people will find
inspiration, meaning and purpose. An office where
people will thrive and ideas flourish.

How you choose to express this is up to you. We’re
here to help you with fresh new looks to reimagine
your office.
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Inspiration + Expression

Optimistic
Bold
Spontaneous
Fresh
Culture at Work.

Use custom design elements to express brand and culture.
Above
SILQ Chair
FrameOne Desk
Davos Bench

Left
FrameOne Desk

Right
SILQ Chair

Optimistic / Bold / Spontaneous / Fresh
Optimistic / Bold / Spontaneous / Fresh

Steelcase Series 1
with Bivi.

Steelcase Series 1 and Bivi celebrate individuality in the workplace. Choose from a wide range of colors and materials to express your unique company culture.
Steelcase and Microsoft share a passion for helping people at work. Together, we understand how the integration of place and technology can unlock creativity.
FrameFour integrates storage with a lock and shelf for personal possessions.

FrameFour Bench
Steelcase Series 1 Chairs
dash Lights
The Duo Studio is a shared space designed for paired co-creation and rapid iteration alone and together.
Volum Art Storage

FlexBox Storage

Inspiration + Expression

Optimistic / Bold / Spontaneous / Fresh
Standing-height tables offer additional posture options for impromptu collaboration.
The addition of a B-Free screen provides shielded privacy and a subtle barrier from disruption.

Modern. Lounge.

B-Free Lounge System

Optimistic / Bold / Spontaneous / Fresh

B-Free Desk and Screen

Think Chair
Small breakout spaces give teams a communal and comfortable place to gather in lieu of more traditional meeting rooms.
A well-designed café can invite spontaneous collaboration or offer an energized place for individual work.

LessThanFive Chairs
B-Free High Tables and Stools
Emotional. Connection.

Above
Massaud Work Lounge
Alight Ottoman
LessThanFive Chair

Left
Potrero415 Table
Montara950 Stools
The Maker Commons is a social space that encourages quick switching between conversation, experimentation and concentration.
Above
Gesture Chair with Headrest
P60 Desk
dash Light
B-Free Small Cube

Right
Gesture Chair
Umami seating, tables and screens offer an endless variety of configurations, sizes, materials and finish options.
Steelcase and Bolia have a shared love for design, quality and creativity. We offer an exclusive curated collection of Bolia designs, including sofas, armchairs and tables.
Above
B-Free Large Cube
Visalia Chair

Right
Share II Workstation
Gesture Chairs
Buoy
Lux finishes add warmth and sophistication to any conference room.
The Ideation Hub is a high-tech destination that encourages active participation and equal opportunity to share ideas.

Below
Microsoft Surface Hub
B-Free Beams

Left
Microsoft Surface Hub
ScapeSeries Table
Our extensive range of side chairs provides options for spaces like cafés, small lounges and breakout rooms.
Inspiration + Expression

B-Free High Table and Stools
media:scape Mini

Massaud Work Lounge
B-Free Beam
Alight Ottoman
Welcoming
Warm
Tranquil
Honest
SILQ
SILQ combines performance with sophisticated design and ground-breaking innovation.
SW_1 Chair
Visaka Chair
Davos Bench
B-Free Small Cube
Inspiration + Expression

Unique combinations of the MN_K lounge system create informal destinations for connecting with co-workers.
Inspiration + Expression

TouchDown Meeting Table
cobi Chairs
Universal Lockers
Mobile Elements Pin Board

Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / Honest
FlexBox storage provides a modular range of cabinets needed for files and supplies, along with shelves for books and accessories.
Elements of nature provide inspiration for colors, patterns, materials and light that enhance wellbeing in the workplace.
A range of collaborative and task seating to suit any workplace.
Above
Think Chair
FrameOne Desk
with Storage Leg
c:scape Screen

Right
Think Chair with
Coat Hanger
FrameOne Bench
Steelcase Series 1 Chairs
FSMA Monitor Arms
1+1 LED Lights
Above
Share it Collaborative Element
Lagunitas Lounge System
B-Free Small Cubes

Right
Umami Lounge System
SW_1 Chairs
Buoy
Alone. Together.

Above
Gesture Chairs
B-Free Back-to-Back Desk

Left
Gesture Chair
Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
High Density Storage
B-Free Small Cube
Height-adjustable desks contribute to physical wellbeing.
Potrero 415 Table
QiVi Chairs
B-Free Small Cube
Creative work requires many brain states, including solitude and individual think time.

Above
Brody WorkLounge

Left
Massaud WorkLounge
Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / Honest
Our family of brands, along with our partners, offer a full range of thoughtfully-designed furnishings for the office. The following pages highlight a sample of our broad portfolio.
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Brands

Microsoft

Microsoft is the leading platform and productivity company for the mobile-first, cloud-first world, and its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more. Steelcase and Microsoft share a passion for helping people at work. Together, we understand how the integration of place and technology can unlock creativity.

Steelcase

At Steelcase, we bring human insight to business by studying how people work, wherever they work. Those insights can help organizations achieve a higher level of performance, by creating places that unlock the promise of their people. Our goal is to help organizations create spaces that support how they work. Our passion is helping people love how they work.

Coalesse

At Coalesse, we are welcoming people back to the office by making thoughtfully crafted furnishings to create great spaces and inspire great work. Led by insight and driven by design, we cultivate a balance between intent and intuition, beauty and utility, comfort and choice – to create destinations that bring new life to work.

PolyVision

For more than 60 years, PolyVision has consistently produced durable and sustainable CeramicSteel surfaces that stand the test of time even in the most demanding environments. From chalkboard and whiteboard surfaces in more than 8,000,000 classrooms to architectural cladding in train and metro stations, tunnels, hotels and hospitals, PolyVision CeramicSteel spans more than 185 million square meters of architecture around the world.

Bolia.com

Bolia is a contemporary Danish furniture designer and maker who puts creativity at the heart of everything they do. Steelcase and Bolia have a shared love for design, quality and creativity. Together, we transform offices into inspiring and homely work environments.

Partners

Brands and Partners
Office Chairs

Steelcase Series 1
01 Task Height / 02 Stool Height

Gesture
01 Shell Back / 02 Wrap Back

Amia®
Please®
Steelcase Series™ 1

Gestation®
Leap®

Please®
Reply®
Reply Air

Steelcase Series™ 1

Think®
Multipurpose Chairs

- Eastside®
- Eastside Beam
- LessThanFive®
- Bolia Facet
- Bolia HUG
- Bolia C3
- Montara650°
- Northside®
- QIWI
- Bolia Mood
- Bolia Out
- Bolia Palm
- Westside®
- Wrapp™
- Bolia® Beaver
- Bolia Sleek
- Bolia Swing
- Bolia Valby
WorkLounge

Brody®
Privacy Lounge with Extension and Footrest

Lounge

B-Free Large Cube
Devos™
Hosu®

Lagunitas®
Massaud Lounge
media:space® Lounge

Millbrae
MN_K®
SW_1®
Lounge Collections
B-Free

B-Free
01 Occasional Table / 02 Stool / 03 Desk / 04 Beam / 05 High Table / 06 Sit Stand

07 Small Cube / 08 Large Cube / 09 Back-to-Back Desk / 10 Bag Drop / 11 Screen
Lounge Collections
Bolia Abby / Bolia Cloud

- Bolia Abby
  01 Armchair
  02 Sofa (2 or 3 seater)

- Bolia Cloud
  01 Sofa (2, 3 or 5 seater)
  02 Armchair
  03 Pouf (small or large)

Lounge Collections
Bolia Liva / Bolia Madison

- Bolia Liva
  01 Armchair
  02 Sofa (2 or 3 seater)

- Bolia Madison
  01 Sofas (2, 3 or 5 seater)
  02 Daybed
Lounge Collections
MN_K

01 Sofa (2 seater)
02 Chair
03 Sofa (3 seater)
04 Sofa (2 seater) with Screen
05 Sofa (3 seater) with Bookrack
**Lounge Collections**
**Bilia Berlin**

- **01** Bench (small or medium) / **02** Seat & Back Cushions (small, medium or large) / **03** Seats (small, medium or large)

---

**Benches**

- **Davos**
- **Bilia Berlin**
- **Bilia DT18**
- **Bilia DT20**
- **Bilia Float**
- **Bilia Hola**
- **Bilia Madison**
- **Bilia Posea**
Lounge Collections
Umami
Lounge Collections
SW.1

01 Ottoman / 02 Lounge Chair / 03 Conference Chair / 04 Conference Table / 05 Occasional Table
Lounge Collections
Millbrae

01 Lifestyle Lounge
02 Lifestyle Chair
03 Contract Lounge
04 Contract Chair
05 Contract Bench

Lounge Collections
Visalia

01 Ottoman
02 Lounge
03 Bench
04 Chair
Lounge Collections
Lagunitas

01 Bench / 02 Daybed / 03 Personal Table / 04 Screen / 05 Table / 06 Lounge
Occasional Tables

CG 1™

Cuba

Lagunitas

Sebastopol®

Bolia Comb

Bolia Como

Bolia Drum

Bolia Mora

Bolia Mix

Bolia Mood

Bolia Move

Bolia Pod

Bolia Posea

Bolia Tuk

Bolia Vitro
Height-Adjustable Desks + Benches

Migration© Height-Adjustable Desk

Ology® Height-Adjustable Desk

Ology® Height-Adjustable Bench

Activa® Height-Adjustable Desk

Migration© Height-Adjustable Desk

Migration© Height-Adjustable Bench
Furniture Collections
FrameOne

01 Bench / 02 Desk / 03 Bench / 04 Desk / 05 Desk with Adjustable Legs / 06 Bench
Collaboration +
Conference Tables

- 4.8 four point eight®
- B-Free High Table
- FlipTop Twin®
- FrameFour
- FrameOne
- Fusion
- Kalido
- media:scape
- Movida
- TouchDown®
- TNT®
- Verb®

Movida and Fusion not available in DACH market.
Furniture Collections
media:scape

01 TeamStudio / 02 Kiosk / 03 Lounge / 04 Mini / 05 Mobile / 06 Table (desk, stool height)
Storage Collections
Share It Collection

01
02

Share It® Collection
01 Workstation / 02 Collaborative Element

Storage Collections
Share It

01
02
03

Share It
01 Meeting Point / 02 Lockers / 03 Cupboards

Products
Furniture
Storage Collections
Volum Art

01 Lockers / 02 Pedestals / 03 Cupboards

Storage Collections
FlexBox

01 Base Options / 02 Storage
Storage

Catering Moby  FlexBox  High Density Storage

Implicit®  Moby®  1+1® Personal Console

Share It  Universal Lockers  Universal Storage

Volum Art  Bolia Lean  Bolia Magazine

Bolia Pont Console Table  Bolia Pont Shelf  Bolia Quadro

Bolia Hall Stand  Bolia Trapeze Hook
Organization Tools

1+1

1. Toolbox
2. Cable Stop
3. A4 Letter Tray Across
4. Foldable Shelf
5. A4 Letter Tray Long
6. Binder Holder
7. Magnetic Label Holder
8. Hook
9. Fabric Folder
Welcome Tools

1+1

01 Launch Pad / 02 USB Charging Station / 03 Personal Pocket / 04 Mobile Caddy / 05 Ergo Edge

06 Desk Pad / 07 Laptop Shelf / 08 Functional Screen / 09 Monitor Bridge / 10 Personal Console
Meeting Tools
Mobile Elements

01 Media Mount / 02 Presenter / 03 Pin-Board / 04 Lectern / 05 Flip Chart / 06 Coat Rail / 07 Catering
Computer Support

- Forward® Arm
- FSMA
- FSMA Evolution
- Plurio® Flat Panel Arm
- Volley®

Power + Cable Management

- Connecting Hub
- Hinged Top Access
- Integrated Top Access
- Net Tower®—Net Top
- PowerPod
- Steelcase® In & Out
Task Lighting

1+1 LED
01 Standard / 02 Personal / 03 Extended

Lighting Collections
Bolia Grape

Bolla Grape
01 Pendant (slim, small-slim, small-wide, wide) / 02 Table Lamp / 03 Floor Lamp
Lighting Collections
Bolia Bureau / Bolia Piper

Bolia Bureau
01 Wall Lamp / 02 Table Lamp / 03 Floor Lamp

Bolia Piper
01 Leuchte 3 or 5 pendant / 02 Table Lamp

Pendant Lighting
Bolia Flachmann
Bolia In Circles
Bolia Rotate
Products

Poufs

- Bolia Cloud
- Bolia Grab
- Bolia Mega Floor Pillow
- Bolia Philippa
- Bolia Ronda

Rugs

- Bolia Bossa
- Bolia Loop
- Bolia Scandinavia
- Bolia Talluhle
At Steelcase, our passion is to understand how work is changing and its impact on people. We are constantly exploring how the workplace can help people thrive.
For over 105 years, we’ve imagined new possibilities and better experiences for people at work.

This constant curiosity means we’re always looking for what’s next, experimenting with new concepts and staying true to the principle that people are at the center of everything we do.

Through our passion for user-centered research, we are the leaders in understanding work, workers and the workplace. We offer the most comprehensive range of furniture, architecture and technology solutions. We are a global company, with an extensive and experienced distribution network that allows us to deliver great experiences to our customers, at both a local and global level.
About Us

- 1,800 global patents
- 700 issued in EMEA*
- 110,000+ companies served globally
- 2 Global Learning + Innovation Centers
- 15 Global Manufacturing Facilities
- 24 Global WorkLife Centers
- 7 Global Business Centers

*Data from November 2017

Our curiosity drives our commitment to research—we've invested more than $110 million in research, design and development activities over the past three years. Our innovations have been rewarded with more design and utility patents than any other industry manufacturer and have earned Steelcase consistent recognition through awards such as Red Dot.

What We Do

We design and manufacture innovative products and applications for the world’s leading organizations in business, education and health. We also partner with other leading brands to enrich our portfolio and increase the choices we provide to our customers.

Steelcase offers a full range of services to support customers throughout the workplace lifecycle. We are active from the initial exploration of needs to the procurement of solutions, continuing after move-in with product management and ongoing space measurement. Our portfolio of services helps us understand scope, explore options, apply the right solutions and ensure your investment is delivered, installed, maintained and optimized.

We offer the largest production capacity of any manufacturer in the industry. Our facilities are strategically located in North America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific, so we can deliver the right solutions in a timely, cost-effective manner.
What Matters to Us

We are committed to social, economic and environmental sustainability, to delivering the consistent quality that leading organizations demand from their partners, and to being a great place for our people to work.

Sustainability is core to who we are. We use it as a lens to drive growth and innovation. It impacts the opportunities we explore and how we design our products. It guides the global investments we make—in communities, in diversity and inclusion, in our people and in helping our customers and suppliers become more sustainable.

We are a global company with an extensive and experienced distribution network that allows us to deliver great experiences to our customers—wherever they are.

All global suppliers are subject to a Supplier Code of Conduct—a comprehensive document that includes our expectations and requirements dealing with many aspects of human rights, fair labor practices and environmental sustainability.

We were an early member of the Circular Economy 100 (CE100) and have been a UN Global Compact participant since 2009.

Our sustainability performance is assured through 20+ third-party verified programs and certifications covering operations, facilities, materials and products, globally.

Our rigorous commitment to quality is also exemplified by the Steelcase warranty. No one in the industry offers a warranty as broad, deep or as extensive.

We are driving toward our operational goal of reducing our environmental footprint by 25% by 2020.

Renewable energy investments equal to 100 percent of global electricity use.

Our sustainability performance is assured through 20+ third-party verified programs and certifications covering operations, facilities, materials and products, globally.
Surface Materials + Finishes

8 CH446 Wing Chair and CH446 Ottoman in Designigntex® custom digitally-printed fabric (available through import). Shown with CG 1/8 Table with custom trimmize top and Black Matte base; Viccarbe® System Lounge not available.

9 Umami® Lounge System with seats in Designigntex custom digitally-printed fabric, side panels in Kvadrat® Divina 3-0652 and bases in Night Bronze.

10 SIL™ Seagull + Merle Chair with seat and back in Kvadrat Balder 3-0682. Shown with FrameOne® Desk in top with Fenix NTM® Bianco Kos 0032 and base in Matte Brass; Davos® Bench in Kvadrat Tokyo 632.

11 Umami Lounge System in Designigntex Reprograssweave 3727-102, Kvadrat Balder 5-0862, Designigntex® Pigment 2711-415 and Suede with Matte Brass base. Shown with Bassline® Table with custom wood top and Matte Brass base (available through import).

15 B-Free® Bench with frame in Seagull and top in Ash Wenge. Shown with Steelcase Series™ 1 Chairs with frames in Seagull, knits and membranes in Canary and seats in Kvadrat Coda 2-0116; dash#Light in Blue Jay.

16 Potero4159 Table with top in Glacier White and base in Milk Matte. Shown with Montara508 Stools in White Oak with Burnished Bronze bases; B-Free® Beam in Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0763 with Oak legs; 55" Microsoft® Surface Hub.

17 ScapeSérie™ Table with top in Walnut and base in Near Black. Shown with Montara650 Stools in Kvadrat Remix 2-0762 with Midnight Brown Matte bases; 84" Microsoft Surface Hub.

18 FrameFour® Bench with top in Ash Wenge and base in Merle. Shown with c:scape® Screens in Atlantic Pepper with Platinum Metallic brackets; F5MA Monitor Arms in Platinum Metallic; Steelcase Series 1 Chairs with frames in Seagull, knits in Nickel, membranes in Licorice and seats in New Black; Harley dash#Lights in Tangarine.

20 Umami Lounge System with seat in Designigntex Score 3866-301, fascia in Gabrielli® Comfort+ 64002, screen in Kvadrat Highfield 0-0613 and base in Obsidian. Shown with Offecct® Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Volcanic Oak and base in Merle; Gestell® Chair in Light/Light color scheme with seat and back in Cogent; Connect Gadgette ; Personal Console in Merle (standard finishes; shell in White, front in Merle); 84" Microsoft Surface Hub.

22 volument® Storage in Smoke and Merle with Natural Oak legs.

23 Flexbox® Storage with drawer and flipper fronts in Seagull, Silver and Black. Shown with custom double-height center box in Sonnengelb.

24 Umami Lounge System seat to right with outside screen in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 465906-675, inside screen and seat in Gabriel Go Uni 64183 and base in Textured Dark Bronze; outside screen in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 465906-675, inside screen and seat in Gabriel Atlantic 63056 and base in Textured Dark Bronze. Shown with Lagunitas® Personal Tables with tops in Fusion Java and bases in Midnight Brown Matte.


26 B-Free® Large Cube in Kvadrat Divina 3-0426 with Tangerine screen. Shown with B-Free® Large Cube in Kvadrat Divina 3-0782 and Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0396; B-Free® Occasional Table with top in Storm Wenge and base in Matte Brass.

27 Think® Chair with frame in Seagull, knit in Canary and seat in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3-0716. Shown with B-Free® Desk with top in Snow and base in Beech; B-Free® Screen in B-Free® Knit Sky 1274.

28 B-Free® Large and Small Cubes in Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0116 and 65-0547. Shown with Massaud Work Lounge in Kvadrat Divina Melange 46E8S0-871 with tablet in Fusion Java and base in Graphite Matte; LessThanFive® Chair in Matte Blue; Groupwork Round Table in Seagull with Arctic White base.

32 SV-W Table with top in Grey Oak and base in Chrome with PowerPod. Shown with LessThanFive Chairs in custom paint fading from Pantone Orange 011C to and Bright White 11-0601TCX; media:scape® Lounge in Kvadrat Divina Melange 2-0931 with Arctic White canopy and leg. Shown with media:scape® Table with top in Clay Noce and base in Platinum Metallic.

33 FrameFour® Bench in Bisque Noce. Shown with Diviform® Frameless Screen in Express Granite Sand; Reply Air® Chair frame in Air White and seat in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 2-0553.

34 Reply Air Chair with frame in Seagull, mesh in Coconut oak legs.

36 Montara650 Tables tops in Charcoal and bases in Black Matte. Shown with LessThanFive Chairs in a variety of prints and gradation in black and white; B-Free® High Tables with tops in Walnut and bases in Merle; B-Free® Stools in Carrara® Hemp Barn HW23 and Kvadrat Moly 2-0112 with Merle bases.

37 Ponder415 Table with top in Boxmass® Imperial Crown Graphite 73006, base in Graphite Matte and accent ring in Black Chrome. Shown with Montara650 Stools in Kvadrat Heelen 2-0982 with Matte Brass bases.

38 Masateur® Work Lounge with inner shell in Designigntex custom digitally-printed fabric, outer shell and worksurface in Emir® Empress® Leather 59006 and base in Midnight Brown Matte. Shown with Alight® Ottoman in Designigntex® Mohair Plus 3757-605 (available through import); LessThanFive® Chair in Orange.

41 B-Free® Large Cubes in Kvadrat Remix 2-0123 and 2-0152 with Black Drop. Shown with CD08® Coffee Table in White with Oak legs (available through import); B-Free® Sit Stands with seats in Free Green and bases in Black; B-Free® Beam in Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0763 with Dark Walnut legs; 84" Microsoft Surface Hub.

42 Gesture® Chair in Dark / Light color scheme with seat, back and headrest in Kvadrat Divina MD 0193. Shown with PE® Desk in Mixed Light in Cotton Candy; Implicit® Storage in Black Oak; B-Free Small Cube in Kvadrat® Divina MD 0613.

43 Gesture Chair in Light / Light color scheme with seat and back in Atlantic Grey.

44 Umami® L-Shape with inside seat in Kvadrat Divina Melange 2-0625, fascia in Kvadrat Tonus Meadow 0116, screen in Kvadrat Divina MD 0783, clips in Merle, side table in Zebrano and frame in Night Bronze; Umami 30” Double Platform with seat top in Kvadrat® Divina 2-0121, seat bottom in Gabriel Mood 06101 and frame in Night Bronze; Umami Straight Short with seat top in Kvadrat® Divina 3-0686, seat bottom and bench in Butel® Ramairad CPA85-015 and frame in Matte Brass; Umami 10” Single Platform with top in Zebrano, bottom in Kvadrat® Divina 3-0686 and frame in Fig; Umami Straight Long with seat in Kvadrat Memory 2-0663 and Kvadrat Divina 3-0684, screen in Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0116, clips in Merle, table in Ash Wenge and frame in Canary; Umami Corner Lounge with seat in Kvadrat Divina Melange 2-0871, fascia in Kvadrat Divina Melange 2-0421, screen in Kvadrat Divina 3-0893, clips in Merle, table in Espresso Oak and frame in Matte Copper; Umami Square with seat top in Kvadrat® Stick Tela 518, seat bottom in Kvadrat® Divina 3-0652 and frame in Chili.

45 Umami Lounge System with seat in Kvadrat® Moly 2-0154, screen in Kvadrat® Divina MD 0843, table in Black Oak and frame in Merle. Shown with the following Bolia® products: Liva Armchair in London Burgundy, Comb Coffee Table in Grey Lacedquered Oak with Black base, Ronda Pouf in Antracit and Bureau Floor Lamp.

46 Veslafl® Chair with seat top in Kvadrat® Massai 952, seat bottom in Hallingdal 65-0183 and base in Black Gloss. Shown with B-Free® Large Cube in Designigntex® Pixel Color Bar 3826-901; Basaltine® Table with custom metal top and Night Bronze base (available through import); Viccarbe® Burnin Table not available.

47 Share It® Workstation with top in Storm Wone,,melange in Storm Wenge, interior fabric in Gabrielli® Atlantic 63037 and base in Midnight Metallic. Shown with Gestura Chairs in Dark / Dark color schemes with seats and backs in Kvadrat® Tonus 4-0610; Basyfl® in Arctic White with Kvadrat® Heelen 2-0632 clip.

48 FrameFour Meeting Table with top in Wenge and base in Merle. Shown with media:scape® Mobile with shock and base in Near Black; Massaud Conference Chairs in Kvadrat® Coda 2-0643 with Aluminum Matte bases.

49 4.8 four point Eight Meeting Table with top in Clear Walnut and base in Arctic White Matte. Shown with QW® Chairs with frame in Platinum Metallic, knob in Black and seat in Kvadrat® Remix 2-0152.

50 ScapeSeries® Table with top in Natural Oak and base in Near Black. Shown with Last Minute Stools in Designigntex® Measures 3794-702, Kvadrat Balder 3-0542 and 3-0562 with Chrome bases (available through import); 55" Microsoft Surface Hub.

51 B-Free® Beams in Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0763 with Oak legs. Shown with 84" Microsoft Surface Hub.

52 Montara650 Tables with tops in White and base in Chrome. Shown with Eastade® Chairs in Oak with Black legs.

53 Wrapp® Chair in Kvadrat® Pulsar 0139 with Matte Brass legs; LessThanFive® Chair in custom paint fading from Pantone 16905C to 259C; Westside® Chair in White with Chrome base; Bola® Palm Chair in Hazel Light Grey with Black Stained Oak legs and Bola® Bearer Chair in Black with Oakled Oak legs; Montara650 Chair in Black with Black base.
Surface Materials + Finishes

54 SILQ Merle + Black Gloss Chairs with seats and backs in Designtex custom digitally-printed fabric. Shown with SW_1 Table with top in Grey Oak and base in Aluminum Matte.

56 Boita Papa 2-Seater Sofa in Ritz Curry with Antracit Lacquered Steel base. Shown with Boita C3 Chairs in Ritz Forest Green with White Oiled Oak legs; Boita Tuk High and Low Coffee Tables with tops in Marble and legs in Oiled Oak; Boita Drum Coffee Table with top in White Marble and base in Black.

58 B-Free High Table with top in Snow and base in Arctic White. Shown with media:scope Mobile; B-Free Stools in Kvadrat Divina Melange 3-0692 with Obsidian bases.

59 Massaud Work Lounge with seat in Kvadrat Divina Melange 2-0671, label in Fusion Caviar and base in Black Matte. Shown with B-Free Beam in Kvadrat Pulsar 9079 with Dark Walnut legs; Emu Coffee Tables and AlIGHT Ottoman available through import; Viccarbe Aria Chair and Burini Table not available.

62 Ology Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Light Grey and base in Merle. Shown with SILQ Seagull + Carbon Metallic Chair with seat and back in Kvadrat Canvas 2-0424.

63 SW_1 Table with top in Oak Light and base in Aluminum Matte Polished. Shown with SILQ Seagull + Carbon Metallic Chairs with seats and backs in Kvadrat Canvas 2-0154.

64 SW_1 Chair with seat in Designtex Rothesay 3442-101, knitted in Stone and base in Champagne Gloss. Shown with Davos Bench in Remix 2-0032; B-Free Small Cube in Kvadrat Hallingdal 3-0588; Visalla Chair with seat top in Divina Melange 1-0120, seat bottom in Divina MD 0353 and base in Midnight Brown Matte; Emu Kira Table available through import.

66 MN K 2-Seat Sofa in Atlantic Canary with Plywood Natural Oak legs. Shown with MN K 3-Seat Sofa with seat in Atlantic, color in Kvadrat Remix 2-0242 and legs in Plywood Natural Oak; Universal Lockers with frame in Bisque Wenge and locker doors in Honey, Nickel and Bisque Wenge; Boita Tuk High and Low Coffee Tables with tops in Marble and legs in White Oak.

67 MN K 2-Seat Sofa in Kvadrat Remix 2-0773 with Plywood Natural Oak legs. Shown with MN K L Shapero Sofa with seat in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3-0403 and Remix 2-0123, screen in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3-0403 and legs in Plywood Natural Oak; CG_1 Table with top in White and base in Natural Oak.

68 Touchdown® Meeting Table with top in Clay Noce and base in Pearl Snow. Shown with coibit Chairs with frames in White, knits in Connect 3D Coconut and seats in Buzz Burgundy and Kvadrat Coda 2-0632; Mobile Elements Pin-Board in White; B-Free Beam in Kvadrat Coda 2-0116 with White Wood legs; Universal Lockers with frame in Clay Noce, locker doors in Hush Sea Salt, Clover, Oregano and Lemongrass and large whiteboard.

70 Bivi Desk with top in Clay Wenge, frame in Seagull and screen in Designtex Brushed Flannel 3797-802. Shown with coibi Stools with frames in White, knits in Connect 3D Coconut and seats in Kvadrat Canvas 2-0014.

71 Flexbox Storage in Clay Noce with Merle legs.

72 Lagunitas Lounge with seat and back in Designtex Mingle 3491-403 and surround panels in Designtex Mingle 3491-401. Shown with Lagunitas Tables with tops in Folkstone and bases in Stainless Steel.

74 B-Free High Table with top in Noce Clay and base in White Gloss. Shown with media:scope Mobile; B-Free Stools in Hallingdal 65-0844 with Arctic White bases; B-Free Small Cube in Designtex Clerkenwell Royal 3652-905.

75 Lagunitas Lounge in Kvadrat Memory 2-0116. Shown with Lagunitas Table in Midnight Brown Matte; B-Free Small Cubes in Designtex Clerkenwell Royal 3592-905; Busy in Black with Designtex Bute Tweed 3804-505 cap.

77 Think Chair with frame in Seagull, knitted in Coconut and seat in Designtex Garnet 3468-401; Reply Chair with frame in Seagull, knitted in Coconut and seat in Kvadrat Remix 2-0823; Reply Air Chair with frame in Seagull, knitted in Coconut and seat in Kvadrat Remix 2-0773; Steelcase Series 1 Chair with frame in Seagull, knitted in Nickel, membrane in Graphite and seat in Kvadrat Remix 2-0823; Leap Chair with frame in Platinum and seat and back in Coconut.

78 FrameOne Desk with top in Ash Wenge and base and storage in Merle. Shown with c:scope Screen in Atlantic Concord Purple; Think Chair with frame in Seagull, knitted in Coconut and seat in Kvadrat Remix 2-0753.

80 FrameOne Bench with top in Ash Wenge and base in Platinum Metallic. Shown with Steelcase Series 1 Chairs with frames in Black, knitted in Graphite, membranes in Wabisabi and seats in Kvadrat Hallingdal 65-0890; FSMa Monitor Arms in Platinum; SOTO™ LED Lights in Platinum.

82 Share it Collaborative Element in Bisque Wenge. Shown with Lagunitas Lounge with seat in Kvadrat Coda 2-0242, back in Elm Elmoisot Leather 33037 and surround panels in Buzz Stoff GT744-3732; Bolia Swing Chair in Lacquered Oak; B-Free Small Cubes in Garrett® Capelli Natural RH31; Bassline Table with custom marble top and Obsidian pase available through import.

83 Umami Lounge System with seat in Kvadrat Remix 2-0983; screen in Hush Fresh Mint, side table in Black and frame in Near Black Metallic. Shown with Lagunitas Table with top in Oak and base in Near Black Metallic; SW_1 Chairs with seats in Kvadrat Canvas 2-0014 and knits in Coconut; Busy in Designtex Marble DINoc with Graphite Pepper cap.

84 Gesture Chair in Light / Light color scheme with seat and back in Kvadrat Remix 2-0422. Shown with Ology Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Beech and base in Merle; High Density Storage in Beech; B-Free Small Cube in Kvadrat Remix 2-0982.

85 Gesture Chairs in Light / Light color schemes with seats and backs in Boxmark Royal 89111. Shown with B-Free Back-to-Back Desk with top in Crystal, base in Solid Beech and zig zag top in Crystal.

86 Steelcase Series 1 Chair with frame in Black, knitted in Matt, membrane in Loricote and seat in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3-0205. Shown with Migration Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Seagull and base in Arctic White Matte; Davos Bench in Kvadrat Tokyo 632.

87 Ology Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Natural Oak and base in Merle. Shown with dash Light in Woodland, Migration Height-Adjustable Desk with top in Arctic White, edge in Jute and base in Lagoon. Shown with dash Light in Minera Metallic; Universal Privacy Screen in Hush Ginger with Hush Clove edge; SOTO™ Worktools (launch pad, utility box, tool box, letter box and mobile caddy) in Arctic White.

88 Pongratz'Table with top in European Maple and base in Graphite Matte. Shown with QPM Chairs with frames and arm caps in white, bases in Polished Aluminum, knitted in Pepper Back and legs in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3-0096; B-Free Small Cube in Designtex Brushed Flannel 3797-402.

90 Massaud Work Lounge with seat in Designtex Tweed Multi 3722-301; apes and tablet in Fusion Steam and base in Milk Matte. Shown with Massaud Lounge Ottoman in Tweed Multi 3722-301.
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To find out more about new solutions for new ways of working, visit Steelcase.com.